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ABSTRACT
Ninety-nine percent of all species known by Man/Woman to have
ever existed, from the simplest single-celled algae and bacteria, which
spontaneously took form in the primordial sea over 3.5 billion years ago,
to the complex life forms of today, are extinct.
Man/Woman now finds itself at a crucial moment of its' evol ution-
ary journev--precariously tiptoeing over the path of "the endangered
species"--at the crossroads of extinction or survival.
Thoughtless technological expansion lacking respect for growing/
living things soon leads to a lack of respect for human beings too. In
short, EXTINCTION!
While a sense of kinship with all creatures of earth, sky and
water results in patterns of harmonious growth/evolution. In short,
SURVIVAL!
It's that SIMPLE!
vi
THE WONDER WHEEL
,
a lightshower of abstracted natural beauty,
seeks to calm/heal/renew us for each coming day's complex of activity.
In its weaving of color slow motion, time lapse, extreme close-up, still
life (pressed, dried and specially mounted), and microscopic film and
slides of trees swaying in the breeze, ferns, rocks, aquatic vegetation,
wildflowers, seeds, ti depools, cloud movements, ocean waves and sun/sky/
leaf's reflections on the water, THE WONDER WHEEL unfolds into a mandala
in motion— a multiple image (three screen) wonderland of celebration/crea-
tion .
The soundtrack for THE WONDER WHEEL includes American Indian
Healing Songs, plant speech— recordings of plants' energy flows, ritual
bells, sitar, and, of course, the natural sounds of the celestial symphony.
The techniques listed above are not used as cheap tricks/thrills.
They serve as integral components in this use of the special tools pro-
vided by filmmaking/photography to raise/expand consciousness/awareness.
THE WONDER WHEEL is then, in a sense, a dreamlike/mystical looking
glass through to a NEW AGE. For we are the missing link between who we
are and who, so far as the majority of Earthlings agree, our quantum leap
into the future, in the here and now, will find us to be.
vii
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WHY BOTHER
After many typewritten documents, discussions and negotiations,
THE WONDER WHEEL is my way of "putting my money where my mouth is." Be-
cause, although a triple-screen film/tape/slide display is an unusual
format for a doctoral dissertation, its successful completion has proven
the validity of serious, respectable, intellectually stimulating visual
statements as a mode of communication at one of the highest levels of
formal academic endeavor.
I will consider my work a success if it makes possible for stu-
dents, at undergraduate through doctoral levels, to receive academic credit
for similar undertakings. For it is this, as well as other, type/types
of non-traditional experimentation which are/will be the cornerstones of
progressive/alternative higher education. And, which, in their creative
presentation of the choices/challenges of today will result in the changes
of tomorrow.
2RAMBLINGS
The branches of a tree reach for the sky only if its' roots se-
curely grasp the soil from which it grew/grows.
TOUCH THE EARTH LET ITS' DANCE SURROUND YOU. TOUCH THE EARTH
FEEL ITS' FLOW THRU YOU. GREAT WHITE SPARK OF LIGHT FILL US WITH NEW
LIFE.
1
Ninety-nine percent of all species known by Man/Woman to have
ever existed, from the simplest single-celled alqae and bacteria, which
spontaneously took form in the primordial sea over 3.5 billion years ago
to the complex life forms of today, are extinct.
Man/Woman now finds itself at a crucial moment of its' evolution
ary journey--precariously tiptoeing over the path of "the endangered
species"--at the crossroads of extinction or survival.
Thoughtless technological expansion lacking respect for growing/
living things soon leads to a lack of respect for human beings too. In
short, EXTINCTION!
While a sense of kinship with all creatures of earth, sky and
water results in patterns of harmonious growth/evolution. In short,
SURVIVAL!
It's that SIMPLE!
SUNSHOWERS WILDFLOWERS SEEDS WILL GROW. NIGHTSPARKS
DAYDREAMS
EARTHSMOOM SKYSTREAMS.
2
^ Barry Schonhaut, Touch The Earth, Maple Leaf
Music, 1974.
^Barry Schonhaut, Day Is Chang ing, Sunsongs,
1972.
3THE WONDER WHEE L, a 1 ightshower of abstracted natural beauty,
seeks to calm/heal /renew us for each coming day's complex of activity.
In its weaving of color slow motion, time lapse, extreme close-up, still
life (pressed, dried and specially mounted), and microscopic film arid
slides of trees swaying in the breeze, ferns, rocks, aquatic vegetation,
wildflowers, seeds, tidepools, cloud movements, ocean waves and sun/sky/
leaf's reflections on the water, THE WONDER WHEEL, unfolds into a mandala
in motion--a multiple image (three screen) wonderland of celebration/crea-
ti on
.
The soundtrack for THE WONDER WHEEL includes American Indian Healing
Songs, plant speech--recordings of plants' energy flows, ritual bells, si tar,
and, of course, the natural sounds of the celestial symphony.
The credits, titles and American Indian quotes which begin THE
WONDER WHEEL are displayed in English, Spanish and Chinese so as to give
THE WONDER WHEEL the capacity to communicate its overriding concern for
planetary awareness/cooperation/interdependence to the majority of peoples
of both EAST/WEST.
The techniques listed above are not used as cheap tri cks/ thrills.
They serve as integral components in this use of the special tool~> pro
vided by filmmaking/photography to raise/expand consciousness/awareness.
KNOW YOU. KNOW YOU IN MANY WAYS. RUT THERE ARE MANY
CRAZY DAYS.
WHEN I'M LOST IN THE PUZZLING MAZE OF YOUR MANY MYSTERIOUS
WAYS.
3
The cave drawings/paintings of our immediate ancestor,
Cro-Magnon
Man/Woman, symbolized his/her belief that by drawing the
images of the
^Barry Schonhaut , Know Yo u > SunsongSi 197B.
4prey they sought its spirit was captured and a successful hunt would
follow. Today, as we hunt/search for the strength of spirit a rediscov-
ery of our roots would provide, this concept is still valid. To this
end, THE WONDER WHEEL uses projection of "still life" slides of real
ferns, flowers, leaves, etc. in the belief the whitelight passing thru
the slide captures, in the projected image, an aspect of the finer/subtler
vibrations coming off the fern, flower, leaf, etc. that less experimental
photographic/cinematographic techniques miss.
For Modern Man/Woman, THE WONDER WHEEL is an electronically powered
cave painting momentarily capturing the aura/spirit/essence of MOTHEREARTH/
FATHERSKY. And, in its communication of communion with the often unseen,
untouched, unfelt powers which flow over, under, around and through us,
the futility of our hundreds of thousands of years' struggle to dominate/
conquer NATURE becomes clear and then begins to melt away.
FOR A LIFETIME IS JUST SUCH A SWEET SHORT RIDE ON A GREAT WAVE OF
HOPE THRU A VAST SEA OF TIME.
4
As fresh water is the purest manifestation of spirit/essence on
the physical plane and the majority of all life, as we now know it, could
not exist without the life giving rays of the sun, it follows that those
places where an interaction of sunlioht and water occurs would seem an
ideal medium/medicine through/wi th which to heal /renew our body /nii nd
/
spirit with the power of the radiant/sparkling beauties of the GREAT
SILENCE/MYSTERY.
4
Barry Schonhaut, Just For You, Maple Leaf Music, 1974.
5To this end, the "hydroglyphics"— an, as yet, undecipherable cos-
mic alphabet/language of everchanging letters/characters bearing an un-
canny resemblance to ancient hieroglyphics, segments of THE WONDER WHEEL
serve as a launching pad/mantra for our own mentalmovies. And this, in
turn, due to the pure vibrations inherent in the imagery on parade, pro-
vides a key with which to open the doors of perception to new, spontaneous
flashes/glimpses/insights into ETERNAL TIME/ SPACE .
THE WONDER WHEEL is then, in a sense, a dreamlike/mystical look-
ing glass through to a NEW AGE. For we are the missing link between who
we are and who, so far as the majority of Earthlings agree, our quantum
leap into the future-- in the here and now--will find us to be.
DAY IS CHANGIN'. REARRANGIN'. WAKE UP MY FRIEND GREET THE NEW
DAWN. DAY IS CHANGIN'. REARRANGIN'. WAKE UP MY FRIEND. BREATHE OUT
AND BREATHE IN.
5
^Garry Schonhaut, Day Is Changin' , Sunsonos, 1972.
6NOTES ON THE I MAGE FLOW
Some of the effects achieved by the triple screen projection of
THE WONDER WHEEL could be duplicated in a film lab by rear screening the
display onto one 16mm or 35mm film or in a television studio by electron-
ically mixing the multiple inputs of the triple screen display onto a
single videotape. However, the sense of the wraparound image and the
freedom to drift/sift through the various images on display, which are
the ultimate strengths of a multi-image "environment," would then be lost.
This section is written as a prelude to the section on THE I MAGE -
FLOW iri order to make clear that given the proper equipment any individual,
with a "feel" for the media, could, after two or three run throughs, pre-
sent a performance of THE WONDER WHEEL to an audience without the aid of
anything more than the guide/script of THE I MAGE FLOW to assist him/her.
This, then, broadens the scope of the number of individuals who could bene-
fit from this type of alternative/education experiment.
The equipment necessary to show THE WONDER WHEEL are: (1) six 35mm
slide projectors, (2) two Super 8mm projectors with variable speed capabil-
ity, (3) one 16mm projector running at silent speed, (4) one reel to reel
stereo tape recorder with extension speakers, and (5) one three and a half
inch in diameter magnifying glass.
The magnifying glass is placed approximately two inches from the
front of Super 8mm projector #1 so as to form a perfect circle which is
shown in simultaneity with the title slides.
Super 8mm projector #1 is run at between twelve and fourteen fi ames
per second. This gives the operator the ability to 'catch up
or stay
7loose' 1 so as to more exactly synchronize the visuals to the soundtrack.
This is a necessary evil of this type of presentation because of the vary-
ing voltages in any building over the course of a day affectinq the speeds
at which the equipment runs. This problem could be corrected by institut-
ing a computer punch tape system in concert with a transformer to equalize
image brightness and rate of operation. However, for all but the most
well to do corporate organizations, this would be financially unrealistic.
The double projection of Super 8mm/16mm and of Super 8mm./Super 8mm
should be set up with identical size images projected one on top of the
other. And the triple and double screen slide sequences should be dis-
played as large as possible while maintaining registration
,
(one edge lines
up with the next), of the imagery.
So. .
.
go to it. You now have an interdisciplinary tool of use
to art, science, history, ecology and whatever other courses of study are
nurtured by vivid, thoughtful, imaginative teaching.
8THE IMAGEFLOW
TIME SOUND SLIDE 1 SLIDE 2
00:00 SILENCE CREDITS CREDITS
00:45 SILENCE TITLE
(ENGLISH)
BLACK
01:00 SILENCE TITLE
(SPANISH)
BLACK
01:15 • SILENCE ABSTRACT
(SPANISH)
ABSTRACT
(CHINESE)
03:00 SIOUX
CHANT
INDIAN
WOMAN
QUOTE
(ENGLISH)
03:10 SIOUX
CHANT
QUOTE
(SPANISH)
INDIAN
WOMAN
03:20 SIOUX
CHANT
INDIAN
MAN
QUOTE
(ENGLISH)
03:30 SIOUX
.
CHANT
QUOTE
(SPANISH)
INDIAN
MAN
03:45 MONKEY
CHANT
BLACK BLACK
03:55 SILENCE BLACK BLACK
04:00 MONKEY
CHANT
BLACK BLACK
04:10 SILENCE BLACK BLACK
04:15 MONKEY
CHANT
BLACK BLACK
04:25 SILENCE BLACK BLACK
04:30 MONKEY
CHANT
BLACK BLACK
04:40 SILENCE BLACK BLACK
SLIDE 3
CREDITS
TITLE
(ENGLISH)
TITLE
(SPANISH)
ABSTRACT
(ENGLISH)
INDIAN
WOMAN
QUOTE
(CHINESE)
INDIAN
MAN
QUOTE
(CHINESE)
BLACK
BLACK
BLACK
BLACK
BLACK
BLACK
BLACK
BLACK
9TIME SOUND SLIDE 1 SLIDE 2 SLIDE 3
04:45 MONKEY
CHANT
BLACK BLACK BLACK
04:45 GOLDEN
RAIN
BLACK BLACK BLACK
07:00 TIBETAN
BELLS
BLACK BLACK BLACK
08:00 PAUL HORN BLACK BLACK BLACK
09:00 OCEAN BLACK BLACK BLACK
10:00 OCEAN BLACK BLACK BLACK
10:30 s.w.
(STEVIE
WONDER)
DEW FERN DEW
10:50 THE WHO BLACK BLACK BLACK
11:10 S.W. GRASSES WILDFLOWER GRASSES
11:30 THE WHO BLACK BLACK BLACK
11:50 S.W. LICHEN MOSS ALGAE
12:10 THE WHO BLACK BLACK BLACK
12:30 S.W. AURA/WEEDS LEAF AURA/WEEDS
12:50 THE WHO BLACK BLACK BLACK
13:10 S.W. FERN FERN/LILLY FERN
13:30 PHAROH
SANDERS
BLACK BLACK BLACK
16:30 RAGA BLACK BLACK BLACK
21:30 OCEAN BLACK AURA/FLOWER BLACK
22:00 OCEAN BLACK AURA/ FLOWER BLACK
22:30 SILENCE BLACK AURA/ FLOWER BLACK
10
TIME SOUND SLIDE 4 SLIDE 5 SLIDE 6
00:00 SILENCE BLACK BLACK BLACK
00:45 SILENCE BLACK BLACK BLACK
01:00 SILENCE BLACK BLACK BLACK
01 : 1
5
SILENCE BLACK BLACK BLACK
03:00 SIOUX
CHANT
BLACK BLACK BLACK
03:10 SIOUX
CHANT
BLACK BLACK BLACK
03:20 SIOUX
CHANT
BLACK BLACK BLACK
03:30 SIOUX
CHANT
BLACK BLACK BLACK
03:45 MONKEY
CHANT
CAVEMAN BLACK STILL
LIFE
03:55 SILENCE BLACK BLACK BLACK
04:00 MONKEY
CHANT
BUTTERFLY • BLACK BUTTERFLY
04:10 SILENCE BLACK BLACK BLACK
04:15 MONKEY
CHANT
CAVEWOMAN STILL
LIFE
STILL
LIFE
04:25 SILENCE BLACK BLACK BLACK
04:30 MONKEY
CHANT
BUTTERFLY BLACK BUTTERFLY
04:40 SILENCE BLACK BLACK BLACK
04:45 MONKEY
CHANT
CAVEMAN BLACK STILL
LIFE
04:55 GOLDEN
RAIN
BLACK BLACK BLACK
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TIME SOUND SLIDE 4 SLIDE 5 SLIDE 6
07:00 TIBETAN
BELLS
BLACK BLACK BLACK
08:00 PAUL HORN BLACK BLACK BLACK
09:00 OCEAN BLACK BLACK BLACK
10:30 s.w.
(STEVIE
WONDER)
BLACK BLACK BLACK
10:50 THE WHO MICROSLIDE BLACK MICROSLIDE
11:10 S.W, BLACK BLACK BLACK
11:30 THE WHO MICROSLIDE BLACK MICROSLIDE
11:50 S.W. BLACK BLACK BLACK
12:10 THE WHO MICROSLIDE BLACK MICROSLIDE
12:30 S.W. BLACK BLACK BLACK
12:50 THE WHO MICROSLIDE BLACK MICROSLIDE
13:10 S.W. BLACK BLACK BLACK
13:30 PHAROH
SANDERS
BLACK BLACK BLACK
16:30 RAGA BLACK BLACK BLACK
21:30 OCEAN BLACK BLACK BLACK
22:00 OCEAN BLACK BLACK BLACK
22:30 SILENCE BLACK BLACK BLACK
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TIME SOUND
SUPER 8MM
#1
SUPER 8MM
n
16MM
//I
00:00 SILENCE BLACK BLACK BLACK
00:45 SILENCE CIRCULAR
IMAGE
BLACK BLACK
01:00 SILENCE BLACK BLACK black
01:15 SILENCE BLACK BLACK BLACK
03:00 SIOUX
CHANT
BLACK BLACK BLACK
03:45 MONKEY
CHANT
BLACK BLACK BLACK
03:55 SILENCE BLACK BLACK BLACK
04:00 MONKEY
CHANT
BLACK BLACK BLACK
04:10 SILENCE BLACK BLACK BLACK
04:15 MONKEY
CHANT
BLACK BLACK BLACK
04:25 SILENCE BLACK BLACK BLACK
04:30 MONKEY
CHANT
BLACK BLACK BLACK
04:40 SILENCE BLACK BLACK BLACK
04:45 MONKEY
CHANT
BLACK BLACK BLACK
04:45 GOLDEN
RAIN
WHITE
HYDRO
BLACK RED/BLUE
HYDRO
07:00 TIBETAN
BELLS
DIAMOND
GRASSES
BLACK BLACK
08:00 PAUL HORN SHAKY ORANGE
SUN/WATER
BLACK BLACK
09:00 OCEAN ORANGE
WATER/ROCK
BLACK BLACK
13
TIME SOUND
SUPER 8MM
#1
SUPER 8MM
#2
16MM
#1
10:00 OCEAN WAVES
CRASHING
BLACK BLACK
10:30 SILENCE BLACK BLACK BLACK
13:30 PHAROH
SANDERS
BLUE/WHITE/
GREY/WATER
BLACK BLACK
14:30 PHAROH
SANDERS
RED/YELLOW
WATERDROPS
EKG OF
ECHO LAKE
BLACK
15:15 • PHAROH
SANDERS
TAFFY PULL
WATER
BLACK BLACK
16:30 RAGA UNDERWATER
SPLASHES
BLACK BLACK
17:00 RAGA SQUIGGLES BLACK BLACK
17:30 RAGA MAN DAL
A
LIGHT
BLACK BLACK
18:30 RAGA SHAKY
WHITE WATER
BLACK BLACK
19:00 RAGA WHITELIGHT BLACK BLACK
20:00 TIBETAN
BELLS
UNDER/OVER
EXPOSED
BLACK BLACK
21:30 OCEAN BLACK BLACK BLACK
22:00 OCEAN BLACK BLACK BLACK
22:30 SILENCE BLACK BLACK BLACK
14
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TECHNICAL DATA (EQUIPMENT USED)
AGFA N85' Spuler
Beaulieu 4008 ZMII Super 8mm w/f.1.2 6-66 Zoom Lens
Canon FTB Body
Canon fo 50mm, f.1.8 S.C. Lens
Canon fl 135mm, f.3.5 Lens
Canon Bellows M
Honeywell ELMO 330 Super 8mm Projector
Kodak 850 H 35mm Carousel Projector
Kodak Pageant 16mm Projector
Leitz MT-5 Microscope
Leitz MT-5A Microscopic Camera
Luna Pro Light Meter
Sony Reel to Reel Stereo Tape Recorder
Yashica SU-60E Super 8mm w/f.1.8 8-64 Zoom Lens

